
Becoming a fan of FANs
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Let your family’s friends, associates and neighbours 
(FANs) reveal more of your family’s history.



A problem ancestor? Aren’t you lucky?!

Your ancestor may be 
hiding behind their 
FANs…



Who or What are FANs or FFANs?

• Family (Extended): Families and relatives beyond your direct line of 
descent.

• Friends: self-evident; may be different at different times; may morph 
from acquaintances or neighbours.

• Associates: Those more distant links to people unrelated to us, e.g. 
the people they emigrated with. Colleagues at work or church; fellow 
club or society members.

• Neighbours: Obvious enough, but perhaps your ancestors’ support 
network.



CONTEXT = COMMUNITY + PLACE + TIME

+ 

FFANs = FAMILY, FRIENDS, ASSOCIATES, 
NEIGHBOURS



They’re not all family

Who is:

On your Christmas card list?
A Facebook friend?
In your address book?
Recipients of family photos?



BEAT THE DRUMS



BEAT THE DRUMS
EXAMPLE:  (Extended family)

RESOURCES: Letters, blogs, interviews, oral history 

ACTION: 

• Blog or post on forums.

• Post your research names in genie society magazines

• Send out snail mail letters to extended family



LINKS IN A CHAIN –
BRICK WALL DEMOLITION



LINKS IN A CHAIN - BRICK WALL DEMOLITION

EXAMPLES:  Extended family

RESOURCES: Oral History, Certificates, Trove

ACTION:

• Seek out elderly relatives for vital 
information, clues and stories.

• Compare what you’re told with what 
you’ve found in your research.

• Go sideways and obtain siblings’ 
certificates to see if they provide a vital 
clue.

Image of the barque Florentia on which it 
appears the O’Brien women emigrated in 1852. 
Reproduced with permission from the National 
Maritime Museum, Greenwich.



WHO PAID THEIR WAY?
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WHO PAID THEIR WAY?
EXAMPLES: Friends/Associates/Neighbours

RESOURCES: Immigration Deposit Journals, Immigration Records

ACTION:
• Check out the Immigration Deposit Journal indexes and microfilms to see if 

your ancestor’s name appears there as a nominee or depositor of funds. 

• Did any of their siblings also come out? With them or separately?

• Were any of the depositors friends or former neighbours of your ancestor?



FRIENDSHIP CIRCLES
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FRIENDSHIP CIRCLES
EXAMPLE: Friends

RESOURCES: Newspaper stories, Trove, church records

ACTION:

• Look for emigration networks of friends.

• Use stories from “chatty” newspapers to uncover friends.

• Who witnessed church or land events? Friends? Relations?



STUDY A MAP

Map image created by P Cass based on an 1844 
map of Dorfprozetlen from Georg Veh.



STUDY A MAP
EXAMPLE: Friends and Neighbours

RESOURCES: Maps here and abroad, online and at archives/libraries.

ACTION: 

• Try to find an early map of the place where your ancestors settled. 

• Have a good look around the names to see if they’ve turned up in 
your research.

• Have you found clusters of former neighbours becoming neighbours in the 
new country? Obviously this works much better if you’re looking for 
unusual names and not O’Brien or Smith. 



DOWN THE STREET, 

ROUND THE CORNER



Mrs W O’Sullivan Old family friend:  from Pat 

O’Sullivan’s family

Lent the dress

Mr S Chapman Neighbour/photographer Photographer

Mr and Mrs S Ganzer Neighbours (Aus & Bavaria) Hand painted water sets

Mr G Ganzer Neighbour Cheese dish

Master Joe Ganzer Neighbour Very pretty tea pot

Mrs W Horrocks Friend and neighbour Table layout

Mr W Horrocks Neighbour Toastmaster/MC

Mr and Mrs W Horrocks Neighbours and friends Pink and gold cake stand

DOWN THE STREET, ROUND THE CORNER



DOWN THE STREET, ROUND THE CORNER

EXAMPLE: Neighbours and Friends

RESOURCES: Electoral rolls, census enumerations, newspapers, Trove

ACTION:
• Go back and look at the census records you have to see who the family’s 

neighbours were. 

• Check who lived in your family’s street, or close by, and what their 
occupations were. 

• Are any of the names familiar from another context e.g. witnesses, school 
friends?



WHAT’S SO 
SPECIAL ABOUT 
YOUR FAMILY?



WHAT’S SO SPECIAL ABOUT YOUR FAMILY?
EXAMPLE: Neighbours, Associates, Friends

RESOURCES: Census comparisons and analysis, immigration data

ACTION

• Try to see if you can find emigrants from your ancestors’ home village –they may 
have all responded to advertisements around the same time.

• Compare your ancestors’ demographics with their peers from the same place.

• Were their motives for emigrating likely to be the same? Adventure vs economic 
necessity.

• Government assisted or independent emigrants?



WRITE YOUR FAMILY’S 
STORY



WRITE YOUR FAMILY’S STORY
EXAMPLE: Associates, Extended Family

RESOURCES: Family clues/hints, Newspapers, certificates, clubs, timelines.

ACTION:

• Start with a timeline using the skills learned in Helen Smith’s cruise presentation 
to see where your information gaps occur, or if there are any anomalies. 

• Make sure you add the witnesses and other names that occur from your research. 
Why are they there? Friends, family or neighbours?

• Attend presentations on writing your family history e.g. Noeline Kyle’s on-board 
workshop.



BE BRAZEN



BE BRAZEN

EXAMPLE: Associates, Extended Family

RESOURCES: Personal interviews, loosely connected kin, blog.

ACTION

• Bravely cold-call someone you think might have information you need. 

• Is it possible to contact the resident of your ancestor’s property to see if 
they can provide you with any further information?

• Consider whether you might start a blog to get your message out there –
many people refer to it as “cousin bait”.



BE A NEWS HOUND



BE A NEWS HOUND

EXAMPLE: Associates

RESOURCES: Offline newspapers, Digitised newspapers.

ACTION:
• Critically review the news stories you have to see if they’re telling you more 

than at first appears.

• Search by place, employer or neighbours as well as your ancestral names.

• Pay it forward: edit some Trove stories (RAOGK).



PURSUE ASSOCIATES



PURSUE ASSOCIATES

EXAMPLE: Associates

RESOURCES: Court cases, witness statements, newspapers.

ACTION

• Is there anyone on the periphery of your family’s story who might be 
worth investigating?

• It’s not only family who know your ancestors.



COLLAR A CLERGYMAN



COLLAR A CLERGYMAN

EXAMPLES: Associates, Family, Extended Family

RESOURCES:  Write, email or visit the local clergy.

ACTION:

• Write, phone or visit the parish priest/vicar etc to ask if they can assist you. 
This can be important if visiting your ancestor’s home parish.

• Sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn’t – you’re not their top priority.



CHECK OUT A CHURCH



CHECK OUT A CHURCH

EXAMPLES: Associates 

RESOURCES: Church registers, “Parish Chests”, church archives, local historians

ACTION

• Do you have an ancestor whose brick-wall is challenging you? 

• Why not apply for their church baptism/marriage entry? It may well differ 
from the official certificates, especially in the early days.

• Ask a local historian where your ancestor’s church might be, especially if it’s 
been decommissioned.



THINK LOCAL, 
RESEARCH LOCAL



THINK LOCAL, RESEARCH LOCAL

EXAMPLES: Neighbours, Associates

RESOURCES: Local history books and publications, heritage studies.

ACTION:
• Read local history books for your ancestors’ places. 
• Does the town/village/parish publish a journal/web page/Facebook page?
• Contact the local historian. 
• Compare and contrast your family’s experiences with others in their area. 
• Don’t forget your ancestors’ birthplaces overseas.
• Look for local heritage studies.



BUILD YOUR NETWORKS



BUILD YOUR NETWORKS

EXAMPLE: Associates

RESOURCES: Your family history networks, blogs, local visits

ACTION

• Is there someone who’s a local expert and can help you? 

• Contact them and be sure to thank them for their effort.



ONE THING LEADS TO ANOTHER
• My broadcast letter (1987) 
• Oral history from Anne Kunkel (1st cousin twice removed) 
• Family history to 4th cousin, Nora, in Sydney
• Meeting with Nora (early 1990s)
• Photographed photos from Nora’s stash of suitcases (1990s)
• Blog post on Erle Victor Weis who sent a WWI letter to Nora’s 

mother (Remembrance Day 2013)
• Erle Victor Weis was a 1st cousin once removed to one of my 

blog readers (Prue)

My motto: someone, somewhere will have photos.



PAY YOUR WAY

• Visit the archives, libraries, places yourself 
if possible.

• Upgrade your research skills.

• Offer to pay for services/documents.

• Thank anyone who helps and acknowledge 
their contribution.

• Help others.



MARKERS OF TIME

• Memorabilia

• Address books

• News Clippings

• Heirlooms

• Bibles, Books and Photos



THANKS FOR 
LISTENING!

Any Questions?

Image prepared 
with Tagxedo.com
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